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Abstract: Background: To analyze the anatomical characteristics of a posterior area in the mandible
localized distally to the second molars and extending in the vestibular direction toward the bony step,
which we define as “buccal step”, in a patient with different skeletal patterns for mini-screw insertion.
Methods: The sample included 85 CBCT (cone beam computed tomography) records selected from
the digital archive. Analysis focused on the buccal step area. Sections were obtained in axial view
using reference lines, and measurements of cortical and total bone were taken at specific points M0
(starting point, 6 mm apical from CEJc—cementoenamel junction crest), M2 (located 2 mm posterior
to M0 in the apical direction), and M4 (positioned 4 mm posterior to M0 in the apical direction) in
both directions. Six measurements were recorded for each scan root plane, assessing cortical and
total bone depth. Results: The thickness of the bone increases toward the inside of the mouth at all
tested sites (M0, M2, M4), which is good for placing mini-screws. Cortical bone thickness decreases
toward the inside of the mouth, with no significant differences among the sites except for M0 vs.
M4. People with a particular jaw shape (hypo-divergent) have a thicker cortical bone, indicating
that facial structure affects bone thickness. Conclusions: The posterior buccal step insertion site has
biomechanical advantages and reduces the risk of damaging roots during mini-screw insertions.

Keywords: buccal shelf; buccal step; safe zone; third molar area; extra alveolar site; mini-screw

1. Introduction

To date, mini-screws are a valuable anchorage device used by clinicians to improve
orthodontic mechanics [1–3]. Concerning biomechanical requirements, some authors have
proposed various sites for mini-screws’ insertion: palatal bone, maxillary alveolar process,
mandibular buccal shelf, retromolar trigone [4–8], and infra-zygomatic ridge [4,6,7,9].
Anatomical characteristics of the insertion site may affect the failure of mini-screws [10–12].
In particular, the success of mini-screw placement is influenced by the amount of bone,
cortical bone thickness, bone density [11,13], and the anatomical proximity of the roots [14],
nerves, vessels [15], sinuses, nasal cavities [16], and frenula [17]; also, the characteristics of
soft tissues [18] can influence the success of a mini-screw insertion procedure. Some authors
have proposed the insertion site localized in the posterior area of the mandible behind
the third molar area for the dentoalveolar correction of class 3 malocclusion [19]. The
buccal shelf insertion site was extensively evaluated in the orthodontic literature [4,7,19].
However, the mentioned study did not evaluate bone characteristics posterior to the second
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molar. This study aimed to evaluate the anatomical characteristics of a posterior area
in the mandible localized distally to the second molars and extending in the vestibular
direction toward the bony step, which we define as “buccal step”, in a patient with different
skeletal patterns.

The secondary aim was to assess whether there is a correlation between buccal step
insertion site characteristics and facial skeletal patterns.

2. Materials and Methods

This retrospective study follows the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. The
protocol of this study was approved by an ethical committee (Prot. 33-2020) on June 29,
2020. The sample of this study included 85 CBCT (cone beam computed tomography)
records selected by an experienced orthodontic clinician from the Polyclinic digital archive
of the University of Messina and the digital archive of private practice. The CBCT exams
selected had to have the following inclusion criteria: Caucasian subjects, age between
25 and 65 y.o., absence of craniofacial anomaly, agenesis of teeth except for third molars,
and absence of amalgam fillings in the teeth. The CBCT exams of patients that met these
inclusion criteria were included. The total number of patients that met the inclusion criteria
was 85 (51 female and 34 male, mean age 29.22 ± 8.7), with 33 patients having no third
molars and 52 having third molars. According to the diagnostic records, 19 patients with
hyperdivergency, 25 patients with normo-divergency, and 41 patients with hypodivergency
were identified in the sample, of which 32 were in skeletal class I, 36 were in skeletal class
II, and 17 were in skeletal class III. Patients were divided into four groups according to
gender and the presence of mandibular third molars. The patients included in each of
the four groups were sorted according to age, from youngest to oldest; facial types and
skeletal classes were not considered in this subdivision. A random sequence generator
(http://www.randomizer.org, accessed on 16 January 2023) was used to generate four lists
of randomized numbers to create two final gender-balanced groups: group 1 with patients
with the presence of third molars and group 2 with patients with the absence of third molars.
All CBCT examinations were performed with the i-CAT CBCT scanner (Imaging Sciences
International, Hatfield, PA, USA) after setting the acquisition parameters as follows: 120 kV,
5 mA, and 4 to 6 s exposure times. All considered records were converted into digital
imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) format. DICOM files were processed
using the Horos Medical Imaging 64-bit software (Horos Project, Geneva, Switzerland).
The Horos is a free DICOM viewer for Mac OS X based on OsiriX 5.8, the latest open-source
version of OsiriX. The following procedure was used to obtain sections for an analysis
of the amount of cortical bone and total bone in the area defined as the buccal step. The
three colored reference lines offered by the software interface that correspond to the three
conventional scan planes were considered: the yellow line identifies the sagittal plane; the
purple line identifies the axial plane; and the blue line identifies the coronal plane. The
scanning planes were then reoriented according to the following method: in the coronal
view, the purple line was positioned to pass through the puncture point of the right and left
first molar; in the axial view, the yellow line was positioned to pass through the alveolar
process of first and second molars; and, in the sagittal view, the point of insertion of the
scanning planes was positioned at the level of the distal CEJ of the permanent second
molar (Figure 1).

In the axial view, the point resulting from the reorientation of the planes was named
as CEJc (cementoenamel junction crest), and a line was then traced from the CEJc in the
lingual-vestibular direction of 6 mm in length and the first point of the measurements
called M0 was identified here (Figures 2 and 3).

http://www.randomizer.org
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Figure 1. Software interface. Reoriented reference scan lines (sagittal: yellow line; axial: violet line; 
and coronal: blue line) to best fit the direction of the long axes of the distal root of the second 
mandibular molar. 

 

Figure 1. Software interface. Reoriented reference scan lines (sagittal: yellow line; axial: violet
line; and coronal: blue line) to best fit the direction of the long axes of the distal root of the second
mandibular molar.
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Figure 2. The apical-coronal bone depth thicknesses of total bone (cortical + medullary bone) and
coronal cortical bone were measured on two vertical reference lines buccally perpendicularly to the
occlusal plane.
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The magnitude of the random error was assessed using Dahlberg’s formula; no 
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Figure 3. The line drawn 6 mm from the CEJ identified the first measurement point (M0); at 2 mm
and 4 mm in the antero-posterior direction, points M2 and M4 were identified, respectively.

Next, two lines were drawn from M0, parallel to the yellow line, one at 2 mm (M2)
and one at 4 mm (M4) in the postero-anterior direction.

In the axial view, planes were dragged at each point to obtain the precise cut-off in
the coronal view, where measurements were made at a 90◦ angle to the occlusal plane of
cortical thickness and total bone depth. A set of six measurements was taken for each scan
root plane assessing the total and cortical bone depth in the apical direction: cortical bone
thickness M0 (CrtM0), total bone depth M0 (TotM0), cortical bone thickness M2 (CrtM2),
total bone depth M2 (TotM2), cortical bone thickness M4 (CrtM4), and total bone depth M4
(TotM4). All measurements were taken for both the left and right sides.

All measurements were taken while maintaining a safety distance of at least 2 mm
from the lower alveolar nerve canal.

Statistics

Power analysis was performed with a power of 80% and a significance of 0.05. Power
analysis was performed preliminarily on a group of 10 patients; the mean total bone
depth in M2 was 17 mm, and the standard deviation (SD) was 16.1 mm. The analysis
showed a sample size of 78 cases. Enrollment was set at 85 patients to minimize the risk of
false negatives. The total bone depth and cortical bone thickness in the buccal step area
were measured via M0 point, M2 point, and M4 point in an apical direction with a 90◦

inclination to the occlusal plane. A preliminary analysis of the data was performed to
evaluate the normal distribution with the Shapiro–Wilk test and to assess the homogeneity
of variance with Levene’s test. Descriptive and inferential statistics were performed using
SPSS statistical software (version 25.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). The paired
t-test and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) were used to assess intra-operator
reliability, as well as the inter-operator agreement between two independent operators.
The magnitude of the random error was assessed using Dahlberg’s formula; no differences
(p < 0.05) were found between the two readings. Descriptive statistics were performed and
reported the mean, SD, and maximum and minimum values for each considered parameter;
these are reported in Table 1. The greater total bone thickness was found at M4 (17.2 mm),
and the greater cortical bone thickness was found at M0 (3.69 mm). For the inferential
statistics, if the data showed a normal distribution, the following parametric tests were
performed: unpaired t-test, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and Tukey’s post hoc test. If
the data showed a non-normal distribution, the following non-parametric tests were used:
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Kruskal–Wallis test and Dunn–Bonferroni post hoc test. The significance levels for all tests
were set at p < 0.05.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of total bone depth and cortical bone thickness values of different
measured point and in subgroups created (normo-divergence, hypo-divergence, hyper-divergence)
with and without 3rd molars.

Total bone depth

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 (0 mm) 16.76 3.13 7.75 23.4
M2 (2 mm) 16.9 3.3 8.09 23.9
M4 (4 mm) 17.2 3.81 8.21 26.2

Cortical bone thickness

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 (0 mm) 3.69 1.69 1.58 8.7
M2 (2 mm) 3.2 1.6 1.3 8.2
M4 (4 mm) 3 1.52 1.13 9.8

Total bone thickness

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

Ipo-divergent 16.67 3.64 7.75 26.2
Iper-divergent 16.67 2.94 9.6 22.52

Meso-divergent 16.87 3.14 10.3 23.7

Cortical Bone thickness

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

Ipo-divergent 3.58 1.64 1.32 8.6
Iper-divergent 3.15 1.74 1.13 9.8

Meso-divergent 2.94 1.5 1.3 7.67

Total bone depth

With third molars

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 15.92 2.79 7.75 21.38
M2 16.22 3.02 8.09 21.24
M4 16.63 3.38 8.21 24.3

Cortical bone thickness

With third molars

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 3.72 1.75 1.58 8.6
M2 3.21 1.51 1.32 7.67
M4 2.88 1.54 1.13 9.8

Total bone depth

Without third molars

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 17.65 3.27 11.11 23.4
M2 17.72 3.75 10.09 23.2
M4 17.88 4.39 10.03 26.9

Cortical bone thickness

Without third molars

Mean (mm) Sd (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)

M0 3.52 1.65 1.66 8.7
M2 3.32 1.79 1.3 8.2
M4 3.05 1.49 1.4 8

Sd, Min, and Max indicate standard deviation, and minimum and maximum values, respectively.
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3. Results

In this study, descriptive statistics of the general sample and descriptive statistics
within each subgroup (group with third molars, group without third molars, hyper-
divergent, hypo-divergent, normo-divergent) were completed (Table 1).

Both the descriptive statistics of the overall sample and in the different subgroups
showed in the mesial-distal direction an increase in total bone and a decrease in cortical
thickness; furthermore, the patients with hypo-divergency showed on average at least
0.4 mm greater cortical bone thicknesses.

Patients without a third molar showed, on average, total bone thicknesses greater than
at least 1 mm and cortical bone thicknesses greater than 0.1 mm.

Inferential statistics were conducted among the sites considered (M0, M2, M4) with
both third molars and without third molars (Table 2). In addition, comparisons were made
between sites in subgroups created according to patients’ facial biotypes (normo-divergence,
hypo-divergence, hyper-divergence) with and without third molars (Table 2).

Table 2. Inferential statistics of total bone depth and cortical bone thickness evaluating statistically
significant differences in the sites within subgroups created (normo-divergence, hypo-divergence,
hyper-divergence) with and without 3rd molars.

Total bone depth Cortical bone thickness

M0 vs. M2 NS NS
M0 vs. M4 NS p < 0.05
M2 vs. M4 NS NS

Total bone depth Cortical bone thickness

With third molars vs. without third
molars

With third molars vs. without third
molars

M0 NS NS
M2 NS NS
M4 NS NS

Total bone depth Cortical bone thickness

Iper vs. Ipo Iper vs. Ipo

M0 NS NS
M2 NS NS
M4 NS NS

Total bone depth Cortical bone thickness

Iper vs. Meso Iper vs. Meso

M0 NS NS
M2 NS NS
M4 NS NS

Total bone depth Cortical bone thickness

Ipo vs. Meso Ipo vs. Meso

M0 NS p < 0.05
M2 NS p < 0.05
M4 NS p < 0.05

NS indicates no significant difference.

4. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in the literature that evaluates
the bone quantity in a region posteriorly located compared to the buccal shelf, which was
named the buccal step insertion site (Figure 4).

The buccal step area has several biomechanical advantages. Being an extra-radicular
site, it reduces the risk of screw-to-root impact during a mini-screw insertion procedure,
which has been considered the primary cause of mini-screw failure [20]. Several authors
have documented cases in the literature using the buccal step as an insertion site in class
3 malocclusions [19,21], in cases of medially impacted mandibular molars [22,23], and in
cases of enforcement molar uprighting [24]. To ensure successful mini-screw insertion in
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the buccal step area, it is crucial to have a good understanding of the anatomical bone
characteristics at this site its various relationships with regard to the alveolar nerve. A
minimum buccal bone thickness of 5 mm (considering 1.7 mm for root safety distance,
1.6 mm for screw diameter, and 1.7 mm for cortical buccal bone safety distance) was
considered as a safe threshold for mini-screw insertion [1,7].
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A study by Nucera et al. evaluated the total and cortical bone thicknesses of the
mandibular buccal shelf at a site near the buccal step but located anteriorly compared to the
buccal step [1]. The authors found that the buccal shelf consistently had bone thicknesses
of at least 7 mm, making it an ideal site for mini-screw placement. However, cortical bone
thicknesses in this region varied, underscoring the need for pre-drilling during insertion [1].
In this investigation, total bone measurements were taken at 90 degrees to the occlusal
plane because it is considered easier and more reproducible for the clinician to insert
the mini-screw perpendicular to the occlusal plane. Instead, measurement points were
chosen at 0 mm (M0), 2 mm (M2), and 4 mm (M4), moving in the buccal direction to
allow the clinician using a periodontal millimeter probe to identify the insertion site by
starting the millimeter measurement from the amelo-cemental junction of the second molar.
The findings of this study indicate that total bone thickness increases in the mesio-distal
direction for all sites considered. However, there were no significant differences observed
when comparing the total bone thickness values among the evaluated outcomes. This
result suggests that the overall increase in bone thickness occurs consistently across all
sites, without any specific site showing a significantly different outcome. The cortical
bone thickness was also assessed to determine the necessity of pre-drilling. Descriptive
statistics showed that the cortical bone thickness decreased in the mesial-distal and that
the average cortical bone thickness was consistently at least 3 mm; therefore, a pre-drilling
procedure in this site is always recommended to avoid high insertion torque and potential
bone resorption around mini-screw neck or mini-screw fracture [25–27].

However, similar to total bone depth, no significant differences were found when
comparing the cortical bone thicknesses among the evaluated sites, except for the M0
vs. M4 comparison. This result suggests that the decrease in cortical bone thickness is
consistent across all sites except for the specific comparison between M0 and M4.

To account for the heterogeneity of subjects’ facial features, subgroup comparisons
were created to test the influence of facial vertical skeletal patterns (normo-divergence,
hypo-divergence, hyper-divergence) on the results. Within each subgroup, the comparison
of the total bone thicknesses between different sites did not yield statistically significant
differences. Similarly, the comparison of the cortical bone thicknesses between different
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sites within the subgroups did not show statistically significant differences, except for the
comparison within the hypo-subgroup at the M0 vs. M4 sites. Interestingly, descriptive
statistics in the subgroups revealed greater cortical bone thicknesses in subjects with
hypo-divergency, which aligns with the previous literature [4,23,28–30]. This indicates
the influence of facial morphology on mandibular cortical bone thickness [31]. To further
explore this, statistical analysis was performed to assess if there were significant differences
between subjects with different facial divergences within each site (M0, M2, M4). The
results showed no significant differences in cortical bone thickness at site M0, except
for the comparison between subjects with hypo-divergency and meso-divergency, which
demonstrated greater cortical bone thicknesses than subjects with hypo-divergency. Similar
results were obtained for the other two sites (M2, M4). One limitation of this study is
the evaluation of Caucasian subjects only, which may limit the generalizability of the
findings to other ethnic populations. Another theoretical limitation could be the high
standard deviation of the detected bone thicknesses. However, despite the high standard
deviation, the total bone depth at each site investigated was sufficient for the insertion of
mini-screws, as the minimum value observed was 7.75 mm. This study provides valuable
insights into bone thickness variations at different sites and directions of the buccal step,
considering the consistent increase in total bone thicknesses in the mesial-distal direction.
It also suggests that cortical bone thickness decreases in this direction as subjects with
hypo-divergency exhibited greater cortical bone thicknesses. These findings contribute to
defining the influence of facial skeletal patterns on the mandibular cortical bone thickness
and implications for orthodontic treatment planning and mini-screw insertion strategies.
However, future studies evaluating different ethnic groups are necessary to obtain results
with greater external validity.

5. Conclusions

The buccal step insertion site offers biomechanical advantages and reduces the risk of
screw-to-root impact during mini-screw insertions compared to the buccal shelf. Total bone
thickness consistently increases in the mesial-distal direction at all evaluated sites (M0, M2,
M4), making it suitable for mini-screw placement. Cortical bone thickness decreases in this
direction, with no significant differences among sites except for the M0 vs. M4 comparison.
Subjects with hypo-divergency showed greater cortical bone thickness, suggesting that
facial skeletal patterns influence mandibular cortical bone thickness. Subgroup comparisons
based on facial vertical skeletal patterns did not reveal significant differences in total bone
and cortical bone thicknesses between different sites, except for the M0 vs. M4 comparison
within the hypo-subgroup. Limitations include this study’s exclusive focus on Caucasian
subjects, potentially limiting generalizability to other ethnic populations. However, the
total bone depth at each investigated site was sufficient for mini-screw insertion, with the
minimum observed value being 7.75 mm. These findings provide insights into the influence
of facial skeletal patterns on mandibular cortical bone thickness, informing orthodontic
treatment planning and mini-screw insertion strategies. Future research should consider
diverse ethnic populations to enhance this study’s external validity.
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